Abstract-Traffic congestion is a condition of a segment in the road network where the traffic demand is greater than the available road capacity. The detection of unusual traffic patterns including congestions is a significant research problem in the data mining and knowledge discovery community. However, to the best of our knowledge, the discovery of propagations, or causal interactions among detected traffic congestions has not been appropriately investigated before. In this research, we introduce algorithms which construct causality trees from congestions and estimate their propagation probabilities based on temporal and spatial information of the congestions. Frequent sub-structures of these causality trees reveal not only recurring interactions among spatio-temporal congestions, but potential bottlenecks or flaws in the designs of existing traffic networks. Our algorithms have been validated by experiments on a travel time data set recorded from an urban road network.
T RAFFIC congestion is considered as one of the most important issues in many cities over the world. Congestions usually happen during peak hours or periodic events including celebrations, parades, large-scale business promotions, protests, traffic controls and incidents. When congestions occur in one area of the urban traffic network, they are likely to affect the traffic flows of surrounding areas, especially to all the traffic leading to the congested roads. Hence, it is essential to have efficient methods to discover frequent patterns of congestion propagations in the traffic networks. Traffic management systems can potentially benefit from them in preventing and clearing traffic congestions in time or suggesting appropriate planning for future developments of the traffic networks. Furthermore, the presented paper can contribute to the transportation research in the community of urban computing [49] .
Recent research in traffic networks was aided by the increasing availability of location-acquisition technologies including GPS and WIFI with vast volumes of spatio-temporal data, especially in the form of trajectories [3] , [4] , [7] , [16] , [23] , [29] , [33] , [43] . However, in order to successfully detect congestions and causal interactions among them, the following challenges need to be addressed: (i) Heterogeneous traffic patterns: the traffic patterns on roads vary across days of a week and hours of a day. Different road segments often have distinct time-variant traffic patterns. It is difficult to use a single model to detect congestions across the road network at different time periods. (ii) Data sparseness and distribution skewness: even though a large number of sensors probing the traffic on roads are available, there are many roads that have only a small number of samples given a large size of road networks in a major city. Moreover, a few road segments are travelled by thousands of vehicles in a few hours, while some segments may only be driven on several times in a day. These two properties together result in unique challenge in processing traffic data. (iii) Causality among congestions: given a large number of congested segments that could be identified, the challenge is how to detect the appearances, growths, disappearances and transformations of congestions by time (e.g., propagations of congestions).
The methods introduced in this paper provide solutions to the above problems of detecting spatio-temporal congested roads and causal relationships among them from traffic data streams. The context of road networks was utilised in this study, however, the algorithms proposed in this paper are potentially applicable to other spatial temporal domains, such as networking and climate change etc., [10] , [22] , [30] . Our system comprises of three components: (i) Causal congestion trees (CCTs) construction: we propose a spatial-temporal congestions (STC) algorithm, that uses tree structures to denote the flows of congestions based on their spatial and temporal properties to construct CCTs, which uncover causal relationships among them. (ii) Frequent congestion subtree discovery: we propose a frequent subtree algorithm, inspired by association rule mining [1] , which generates the most frequent sub-structures (subtrees) from all discovered CCTs. These frequent subtrees reveal recurrent propagation patterns in the data and suggest inherent problems in existing road networks. (iii) Traffic congestion propagation modelling and causality probability estimation using Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN).
To the best of our knowledge, there were very few studies that addressed the problem of discovering causal relationships among spatio-temporal congestions [8] , [19] , [27] . However, there are several limitations in the previous methods:
1) The traffic networks were modelled by partitioning the urban area into regions [19] , [27] or junctions [8] . Then a regional graph was built with nodes as regions and the links represented the traffic flows between them. However, the real traffic flows are road-based not region-based. For example, there are several routes from one region to a nearby region and each route can have different traffic condition or when a congestion happened at a specific road, it is difficult to be modelled by looking at a whole region's status. 2) The second problem is the propagation direction of the congestions where in the previous work only forwarding direction was considered. In real world, when a traffic jam occurs on one road, it is more likely to be propagated in backward direction to all the preceding roads rather than to the following roads.
3) The recursive implementation of the causal tree algorithm is not usually practical for large traffic network given limited time and memory [19] . More importantly, during the recursive calls, the subtrees were re-calculated several times. This implementation will not only slow down the process significantly but also pose the possibility of increasing the actual frequencies of subtrees. Furthermore, the completeness of the frequent subtree algorithm is subject to the order of the frequent nodes during tree construction process which is not ideal. 4) The causal time-varying dynamic Bayesian network proposed by [8] only consider two consecutive time frames to reveal the pair dependency structure (rather than propagation patterns over multiple time frames) for a ring road and junction system. Furthermore, this approach did not provide a mechanism for dependency probability estimation. In the present work, we have designed solutions to overcome the above limitations. More specifically, our improvements and contributions in this paper are: 1) We model the traffic network based on the main roads in the urban area where sites are sensor points and segments are the roads between the two connected sensors.
2) The proposed algorithms can be applied for both backward and forward directions of congestion propagations. 3) We propose a dynamic programming approach to build spatial-temporal CCTs which showed the better performance in term of time-efficiency and memory usage than previous recursive algorithm. 4) We propose correct and complete frequent subtrees algorithm which extended the Apriori approach in mining frequent item sets. 5) We propose general method for congestion propagation modelling and propagation probability estimation using Dynamic Bayesian Network. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the summary of related work. In Section 3, we introduce our system architecture, including preliminary concepts and notations, some of which have been used in the present work. In Section 4, we propose algorithms for discovering spatio-temporal congestions and their causal relationships. Section 5 describes the method for modelling the congestion propagation networks. Experiments and analyses are reported in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7 with directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
In a recent research, Chawla et al. introduced a two-step mining framework for inferring the root cause of road traffic congestion [6] . This work only found the cause but did not discover the propagation patterns. In other study, the formation and propagation of local traffic jam in single road or intersection were explored using macroscopic simulation method [31] . However, simulation methods usually rely on underlying models and are often regular and lack generality [21] , [34] . An improved mesoscopic traffic flow model was then proposed to reproduce the traffic congestion and propagation in a bidirectional grid network [17] .
Instead of investigating the causal interactions between congested roads which are dynamic in term of time and space, there have been a number of efforts on the analyses of flow characteristic at bottlenecks in the networks [11] , [25] , [26] . In general, the characteristics of real-time traffic flow propagation are extremely complicated to be modelled because they relate to human behaviours [20] . Thus, when conducting research on the formation of congestions, the traffic networks were usually simulated using the cell transmission model and average journey velocity [9] . Then, different traffic demand conditions could be employed to investigate the capabilities of links and identify the distribution of bottlenecks in the network [20] .
The other popular research topic on traffic data is traffic flow forecasting. For short term prediction, Bayesian network (BN) approaches were widely implemented to analyse the traffic networks [5] , [37] , [38] , [40] , [44] , [46] , [48] . A BN is a probabilistic graphical model which comprises a set of random variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph [28] . To cope with spatial temporal data, BN was extended into dynamic BN (DBN) which is the BN that models sequence of variables such as a time series or stochastic process [12] . The term "dynamic" means we are modelling a temporal system, not the network's structure changes over time. A Hidden Markov Model can be considered as simple instance of DBN [15] , [36] , [45] . Structure learning of DBN is a popular mechanism for identifying conditional dependencies in time-series data which is the case of travel time traffic network [35] . There was some research to model the traffic network using DBN. Sun et al. used the term spatio-temporal BN to refer to the DBN in their work on traffic flows forecasting [39] . In this work, they used the Pearson correlation coefficient for ranking the input variables in order to identify a subset of BN as the cause nodes [2] . Then the corresponding effect nodes and their statistical relationship were evaluated using Gaussian Mixture model and Minimum Mean Square Error [47] . Queen and Albers used a multi-regression dynamic model for forecasting traffic flows [32] . The technique of external intervention was introduced in this research to improve forecast performance in case of sudden changes occurred in traffic flow series (such as accidents or roadworks). In a more recent research, DBN was used by Hofleitner et al. for estimating and predicting arterial travel time distribution using sparsely observed probe vehicles [14] . Their DBN model utilised the hydrodynamic traffic theory to learn the density of vehicles on the road segments to perform real time estimation with streaming data [9] .
OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce our notations, definitions and the main processing pipeline for constructing the proposed models.
Definitions
The overall traffic network contains road segments where travel times of the vehicles are recorded at every fixed time interval. The raw arterial travel time data was supplied by the Victorian Road authority in Australia. the propagation pattern of a congestion (root segment) to the nearby segments through several consecutive snapshots. A congestion C 1 (with site pair < Ori 1 ; Des 1 > at snapshot S 1 ) is a child of (caused by) congestion C 2 (with site pair < Ori 2 ; Des 2 > at snapshot S 2 ) if and only if: (i) The destination of C 1 is the same as the origin of C 2 (i.e., Des 1 = Ori 2 ); (ii) Snapshot S 1 and S 2 are consecutive to each other and S 2 is ahead of S 1 . Definition 6. Propagation probability: The propagation probability describes how likely the congestions will be propagated to the subsequence segments given the congestion at the root segment.
Processing Pipeline
The main processing pipeline of our methods is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The four main steps are: (1) processing traffic data to build the graph of segments, (2) detecting congestions from graph of segments, (3) discovering causal relationships between the identified congestions and (4) modelling congestion propagation using DBN.
The overall processing pipeline is summarised as follow. First, data was processed to construct the traffic network and retrieve the corresponding travel times. When the traffic network had been built, the nth percentile for each segment was calculated as a threshold to identify the congestions in each snapshot where "n" is a user specified parameter. Then the congestions in consecutive snapshots were linked together to form the CCTs. The next step was discovering the most frequent subtrees from the entire forest. Finally, the DBN models of the frequent subtrees were generated to estimate the probabilities of the propagations. The following sections present the details of the component steps in the pipeline.
CAUSAL CONGESTION TREE DISCOVERY
This section describes the methods that discover the CCTs and their frequent sub-structures which were inspired by the idea of mining frequent item sets.
Constructing the Graph of Segments
The map of traffic network and the set of major roads are constant and do not usually change over time. Because the sites are located at fixed locations, we first construct the static spatial network from the data stream received. To reflect the natural flows of the traffic stream, each segment of the network can be one-way or two-way corresponding to the traffic rules on the roads. In case the segment is two-way, each direction is processed independently because the traffic conditions are usually different between two directions of the same road. A sparse adjacency matrix is employed to represent the spatial traffic network.
Detecting Congestions from Graph Segments
At the specific snapshot, the travel time between segments are not comparable because each road has different characteristics such as length, number of lanes and speed limits. To identify the congestions, the evaluation was done by different percentiles of travel time from each segment. The nth percentile is the value below which n percent of the observations can be found. In other words, a segment is considered as congested at a specific time (snapshot) if its average travel time is longer than nth percentile of overall travel time distribution. This parameter is usually defined by user, e.g., one may consider the road as congested if the travel time is longer than 70th percentile while others only report congestion on a road when its travel time is higher than 90th. For this purpose, n is ranged between [60, 65, . . . , 95] in our experiment settings. Fig. 2 shows the travel times on one segment over 4 weeks data where each point represents the travel time at one snapshot. The snapshots are 5 minutes apart, hence there are around 8,000 data points in the 4 weeks time. The 80th percentile boundary is presented by the red line (52 seconds) which was used as a threshold for classification of segment's congestion status at each snapshot. This segment was marked as congested in 20 percent of the snapshots where the average travel time was recorded as longer than 52 seconds.
At the end of this step, a list of all congested segments in the network for each snapshot is identified and will be used as inputs to construct the CCTs.
Constructing Causal Congestion Trees
This section presents an algorithm named STC that finds congestion dependencies by looking at the relationships of congestions from the earliest snapshot through the lastest one. The main insight of STC is that a congestion STC 1 is a parent of another congestion STC 2 if STC 1 occurred before STC 2 in time and they are spatially connected.
Algorithm 1 is the previous implementation for constructing CCTs [19] . All possible descendants of a node were retrieved by a recursive function which was called on each congestion of the current snapshot. The authors outlined that the overall time complexity of the CCT construction process on each snapshot is upper bounded by O(n 2 ), where n is the number of congestions in a snapshot. However, there are some disadvantages of this algorithm. First, this is just the upper bound for the number of comparisons between destinations of current congestions and the origins of next congestions while the complexity of recursively constructing all subtrees for next snapshot was not considered. Second, many redundant computations are observed. For example, the construction of trees in snapshot 1 requires the trees in all the following snapshots to be pre-computed. Then the same processes are repeated for snapshot 2, 3, . . . , t. As a result, the complexity of this algorithm is exponential in the worst case as demonstrated below.
Algorithm 1. STO: Constructing Causal Trees from Traffic Outliers-the Previous Approach
Input: STC: a set of spatial-temporal congestions of size t Â k where t is the number of snapshots, and k is the number of congestions to be examined in a snapshot. Output: STOTrees: a list of roots of spatial-temporal CCTs.
1 Denote by C i (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t) the number of congestions and by SðiÞ the number of comparisons required at snapshot i for constructing the trees. In the worst case, suppose C i ! n > 0 and most connections are made at every snapshot. The last snapshot contains C t congestions that need to be checked with previous snapshot:
The recursive call (lines 13 to 19) is represented as
Then the total comparisons for Algorithm 1 is
Because there are at least n congestions at every snapshot:
Consequently, the worst case lower bound complexity of the recursive algorithm is exponential time Vðn tÀ1 Þ. In this paper, we propose a dynamic programming implementation of the above algorithm which always executes in polynomial time. Furthermore, the number of comparisons required to construct all the trees is minimal and is not depended on the number of connections or size of CCTs. In other words, the complexity of the present algorithm is only depended on the number of congestions from each snapshot. 
Algorithm 2 demonstrates the process of constructing CCTs from discovered congested segments. As seen from the algorithm (line 3), the trees are constructed bottom-up starting from last snapshot S t to former snapshots. Hence, at a specific snapshot S i , all the potential subtrees in the following snapshot S iþ1 have been generated. In case we just need to compute the trees for a specific snapshot S i , the space is optimized by storing the previously considered snapshot S iþ1 only because that is all required to complete the snapshot S i in the time frame.
If there is no congested segment detected at a snapshot, its forest is set to empty (lines 5-9). When there is no tree in the previously computed snapshot, the forest contains a list of single segment trees where roots are congestions in the current snapshot (lines [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . These single segment trees will then be removed if there is no connections added to them later (line 32). Each tree is represented by a list of connected segments where the first element is the root. Because the comparisons are only made between the roots and congestions, this simple data structure allows easy retrieval of the root from the tree (lines 17-23). Each subtree is built only once and will be removed later in case it has at least one link to the congestions in the preceding snapshot (line 21 and 29). Then for each snapshot, the constructed forest is compressed by grouping of all trees that share the same root into one tree (line 27). Hence, the total number of comparisons in our method is computed by the following equation:
Then the average complexity is
Now we give an example presented in Fig. 3 to demonstrate the process of building CCTs. This example uses top three congestions in three consecutive snapshots, so the input parameter t in Algorithm 2 in this case is t = 3. The algorithm starts from snapshot 3 (line 3) with forest is a list of single segment trees, e.g., C ! J, C ! M, and K ! H (lines [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Then for each of the three congestions in snapshot 2 (line 17), i.e., H ! J, G ! B, and E ! B, the algorithm searches in snapshot 3 and checks whether there is any root that is a child of these congestions (lines 19 to 24). This allows the algorithm to find segment K ! H as children of H ! J. Then similarly it identifies E ! B and G ! B in time frame 2 as a child of B ! A in snapshot 1. As can be seen from snapshot 1, there are two trees with the same root congestion, e.g., E ! B ! A and G ! B ! A. After combining trees with same root segment and removing single segment trees, two CCTs are built up as shown in the right side of Fig. 3 . In this way, Algorithm 2 scans through all snapshots of traffic data, and builds a forest of various CCTs. The result CCTs are interpreted as:
At snapshot 1, there was a congestion on the road from site B to site A. Until snapshot 2, this congestion were cleared however the congestions had been propagated to its two incoming neighbour segments, e.g., from site E to site B and from site G to site B. Similarly, the travel time on segment H to J was recorded as very slow at snapshot 2 then the slow pattern was moved to its preceding segment K to H.
Detection of Frequent Causal Congestion Subtrees
Denote by T the forest containing all CCTs, the most significant and recurring causal relationships correspond to the most frequent sub-structures of T. The mechanism of discovering frequent subtrees from all CCTs was inspired by the process of mining frequent item sets, except that we designed our own strategy to generate frequent subtree candidates.
In the Frequent Subtree algorithm introduced by [19] , they first found all single nodes whose support rates exceeded . Then the candidate subtrees were built up by checking whether each node in the set could be inserted into the current trees (denoted by the root). To be complete, this implementation required that the parent nodes should be considered before the insertions of their children. However, the tree order is not reserved in the frequent single nodes list. An empirical example of when this algorithm fails to generate the correct subtree is given in Section 6.3.
As described in Section 4.3, each tree is presented by a list of connected segments. These lists are considered as item sets where the Apriori algorithm can be applied directly to identify the frequent sets [1] , [18] . However, there is no constraint on original Apriori algorithm to guarantee the elements in the frequent set are all connected to form the tree. In this case, each frequent set usually constitutes several subtrees. Hence, we propose an post-processing step to Apriori algorithm to deal with the problem of finding frequent subtrees rather than frequent item sets.
The process of discovering frequent sub-structures from constructed CCTs is shown in Algorithm 3. Given a predefined support threshold , the algorithm first finds all item sets whose support rates exceed (line 2), then these sets of segments are used to reconstruct the component subtrees (lines 4). Suppose each item set comprises of up to s elements. For each tree in the current set, the algorithm checks whether it can be "connected" to any other tree (line 12). The two trees are "connected" if there exists a link between a segment of the first tree and a segment of the second tree or vice versa. When a combination is made, the length of tree list is reduced by 1 (line 13) and the process will be restarted immediately (line 14). The construct_subtrees subroutine combines the connected segments together until no further combination can be made or there is only one tree left (line [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This algorithm ended up with complexity of O(s 2 ) because there are maximum of s À 1 rounds and s À 1 comparisons in each round. As a result, this routine outputs a list of subsets (subtrees) that satisfies the two conditions below:
There exists a route between any two segments in the same subset. There is no link between any two segments in different subsets.
Algorithm 3. AprioriSubtree: Discovering Frequent Subtrees from CCTs
Input: STCTrees: a list of spatial-temporal CCTs; :a support threshold for frequent sub-structure selection. Output: frequentSubtrees: a list of roots of frequent spatialtemporal subtrees.
1: frequentSubtrees = empty 2: frequentsets ¼ AprioriðSTCTrees; Þ 3: for Each frequentset in frequentsets do 4: subtrees = construct_subtrees(frequentset) 5: frequentSubtrees = frequentSubtrees [ subtrees 6: end for 7: Return frequentSubtrees; Subroutine: construct_subtrees(frequentset) 8: subtrees = [set(node) for node in frequentset] 9: while length(subtrees) > 1 do 10: for tree T i in subtrees do 11:
for tree T j in subtrees[i+1:end] do 12:
if connected(T i , T j ) then 13: Because each subtree belongs to at least one item set whose support rate has already exceeded , the subtree's support rate definitely exceeded the given support threshold (correctness). Furthermore, each subtree can be represented by one item set, the frequent item sets should cover all frequent subtrees that satisfy the support threshold . As a result, the algorithm guarantees to generate all possible frequent subtrees given (completeness).
Advantages and Limitations
The proposed dynamic programming implementation of STC algorithm has a running time of Oðn 2 Þ where n is the maximum number of segments within one snapshot. This makes STC efficient enough for discovering frequent substructures within large spatial-temporal traffic networks in real-time.
However, the frequent congestion subtrees generated by Algorithm 3 are mainly based on the support rates which are calculated by dividing the subtree frequencies to the total number of CCTs. The subtree is selected if its support rate exceeds the given support threshold . Hence, the frequent subtrees algorithm requires the construction of all possible CCTs within the whole network to estimate the support rates. Furthermore, the support rate cannot reflect the probability for the forming of a tree given the congestion at the root segment.
MODELLING CONGESTION PROPAGATION
In this section, the approach of modelling the congestion propagation network using DBN is presented. We then propose a practical method to calculate the propagation probability of a given congestion propagation structure.
A Dynamic Bayesian Network Approach for
Road Network Modelling DBN is a popular approach for modelling spatial-temporal data [12] . A DBN is a BN which associates variables to each other over consecutive time frames (snapshots). This network is usually referred as a 2-Time slice BN (2TBN) because it states that at any given time T, the value of a variable is computed from the internal regressors and the immediate prior value (time T-1). The idea of DBN is closely similar to the real-world phenomenon of traffic congestion propagation where the status of a segment can be determined by the past conditions of its connecting segments. To the best of our knowledge, there was no research on modelling traffic congestion propagation using DBN.
To construct the DBN congestion model, the segments are represented as a set of N h random variables, Q ðiÞ t , i 2 f1; . . . ; N h g, each of which can take on two possible values, Q ðiÞ t 2 f0; 1g where 1 means segment i is congested at time t.
In a DBN, the transition (denoted as B ! ) and the observation model are defined as a product of the conditional probability distribution (CPD) in the 2TBN: sented using a standard BN, namely B 1 . Together, B 1 and B ! define the DBN. Fig. 4 illustrates the process of constructing the congestion propagation DBN for a small traffic network. Suppose we have a simple traffic network which comprises of three segments: EB and GB are connected to BA. As EB and GB both lead to BA, when BA is congested, it becomes the potential cause for congestions at EB and GB in the following snapshot. As a result, the causal links from BA to EB and GB are transferred over the two consecutive snapshots. Furthermore, the status of each segment usually depends on its own previous condition so the links between the same segments are added over the time. In this example, PaðBE tÀ1 Þ includes three segments, e.g., BA tÀ2 , BE tÀ2 and BA tÀ1 .
After modelling the congestion traffic network, all the general inference and learning can be performed based on DBN. The following section describes the use of DBN to calculate the probability of congestion propagation.
Parameter Learning for Completed Data Set
The above modelling method describes the construction of the congestion propagation DBN for the traffic network. This section focuses on the problem of estimating maximum likelihood (ML) parameters for a model given the known structure and completed data.
Assume a data set of independently and identically distributed observed segments D ¼ fZ ð1Þ ; . . . ; Z ðNÞ g, then the likelihood of the data set is 
where M is implicit conditioning on the known structure of the model. For the representation convenience, M will be dropped from the following equations. The ML parameters are obtained by maximizing the log likelihood
log P ðZ ðiÞ juÞ:
In case the observation includes all the segments in the network, then each term in the log likelihood further factors as log P ðZ ðiÞ juÞ ¼ log where u t is the parameter that defines the conditional probability of Z t given its parents. Hence, the likelihood is decomposed into local terms involving each segment and its parents, simplifying the ML estimation problem [12] . For instance, u t is the conditional probability table for Z t given its parents, then the ML estimate of u t is simply a normalised table containing counts of each setting of Z t given settings of its parents in the data set.
Propagation Probability Estimation for Causal Congestion Trees
This section proposes the method for calculating the probability for the CCTs. After constructing the frequent CCTs, the joint distribution for a known-structure tree which includes T consecutive snapshots is obtained by "unrolling" the network until we have T snapshots, and then multiplying together all of the CPDs: 
In Equation (11), the first factor represents the static structure of the traffic network where B 1 is a standard BN. The second factor which includes P B! describes the transition model between consecutive snapshots. In this dynamic part of the model, the parents of each segment PaðZ ðiÞ t Þ are identified from its immediate preceding snapshot. For example, the total number of transitions for six consecutive snapshots is 5 (t = 2,. . .,6), where the parents of segments within snapshot 2 (t=2) are retrieved from snapshot 1.
Advantages and Limitations
Modelling the congestion propagation using DBN is a general method to describe the "nature" of the traffic network. The model can be used for inference and joint distribution estimation with both completed and hidden data. In our method, DBN model is used to support the STC by providing the propagation probability of a frequent CCT. For any given propagation structure, the DBN's joint distribution estimation is solely depended on the observations of the involved segments rather than requiring data from the whole large network.
Discovering the most frequent or most probable substructures in DBN may require learning the whole network. Because of several NP-hardness results on learning BN, many algorithms for learning DBN are approximate, that employ either local search such as greedy hill-climbing, or a meta optimization framework such as genetic algorithm or simulated annealing [24] , [41] , [42] . These algorithms are not efficient in term of running time given large networks. As a consequence, this is currently a challenging task in domains with many variables, e.g., the traffic network may contain several thousands of segments.
To sum up, our proposed method utilises the advantages and overcomes the disadvantages of individual STC and DBN approaches by:
Use the STC algorithm to discover the frequent CCTs which is applicable for the large network. Use DBN to calculate the probability of congestion propagations from the sub-structures which were discovered by STC.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section we report the experiments carried out on the road network of a major Australian city. Although road traffic data was utilised in this experiments, the present methods and algorithms are generally adaptable to other domains such as finding bottle necks in the internet traffic data, and water pipe data.
Data
The algorithms were tested based on real travel time records generated by the road sensors in a period of 4 weeks (from 17/06/2013 to 14/07/2013). There are 281 sites and 586 segments in the examined network. The average sampling interval is 5 minutes and the total number of recorded snapshots over 4 weeks is approximately 8,000.
The current experimental data only covers the main roads of the urban traffic network where the sensors are located. However, with the quadratic running time for trees construction on each snapshot, our proposed method is applicable to more detailed and complicated networks.
Experiments on Causal Congestion Pairs
In this experiment, the direct causal relations between congestions in two consecutive snapshots were investigated. More specifically, this studied how likely the congestion was transferred to its surrounding segments after the period of 5 minutes. First, the train causal pairs were constructed using 3 weeks data. Each causal pair contains the cause segment (congestion at snapshot i) and the consequence segment (congestion at snapshot i+1 which connected to the cause segment). The method to construct the causal pairs was similar to Algorithm 2 except that each tree had the fixed size of two segments. The top 20 frequent causal pairs were then identified. After that, the propagation probability of each pair was calculated using the proposed DBN. Finally, the causal pairs from the 4th week data were used to evaluate them. Table 1 shows the average performances of top 20 frequent causal pairs on unseen data. The accuracy of each pair on 4th week data was calculated by dividing the number of matched consequence segments to the total number of pairs given the cause segment. The accuracy shows how good the system is in predicting the propagation direction of a congestion to the neighbouring area. This table also presents the average support rates, the propagation probabilities for the top 20 frequent causal pairs. As can be seen, the prediction accuracies increased along with the percentiles. When higher percentiles were used, the number of congested segments was reduced but the congestion problems were more serious. Hence, they were more likely to affect the surrounding areas.
When the cut-off threshold was from 60 percent, given the same cause segments, our method STC identified more consequence segments by considering both directions of the propagation. As a result, the accuracies of STC on test data were consistently higher than the previous STO method. The maximum difference experienced at 85th percentile where STC's accuracy was over 9 percent higher than STO.
Experiments on Causal Congestion Trees
In this experiment, the value of percentile used to identify the congested segments was bounded between 50 and 90 percent, then its effects on constructing CCTs were evaluated.
The minimum size of a tree (i.e., total number of segments) was set to 2, and hence single segment trees were ignored in counting final CCTs. The results from Fig. 5 show that although the maximum number of trees per snapshot increased substantially when the percentile decreased, the maximum size of a tree had a smoothly increasing trend from 8 to 15 segments. With lowest percentile threshold of 50 percent for detecting congestions, the maximum number of trees in one snapshot was 66 and the largest tree contained 15 segments. Hence, the maximum number of consecutive snapshots involved was also 15 and the longest duration for the congestion propagation was 75 minutes (15 snapshots Â 5 mins). This observation suggests that congestions caused by single accident do not often last very long, and that the maximum size of trees is generally small.
As indicated in Section 2, STO algorithm generated many redundant subtrees which had belonged to the trees from earlier snapshots. The bottom up construction method of STC algorithm allowed easy removal of subtrees when they had already been connected to the parent segments. Thus, the total number of trees generated by STC was smaller than STO which up to 20,000 redundant subtrees had been removed from 50th percentile (Fig. 6) . Besides the number of constructed trees, the STC algorithm is much more efficient than STO in term of running time. The running times were not much different at 90th percentile however the gap increased significantly when the percentile thresholds were reduced. As recorded in Fig. 6 , the STO was almost 5 times slower than the present STC algorithm at 50th percentile.
In Section 4.3, the time complexity of the CCT construction algorithm STC for each snapshot was proved to be upper bounded by n 2 where n is the maximum number of congestions in a single snapshot. Because n increased almost linearly when percentile was reduced (Fig. 5) , the average time used for building trees increased almost quadratically with n. Consequently, STCTree can potentially be used in an online setting to detect congestion causalities on the fly.
Experiments on Frequent SubTrees Using
AprioriSubtree and DBN methods
The routes indicated by the most frequent (i.e., with highest support rate) subtrees are the ones that have strategic design drawbacks from the perspective of urban road network planning. For example, the top two frequent subtrees (using 80th percentile) with minimum length of five segments are both located in the CBD as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Each subtree is visualised on the map with additional information of where and when the congestions were spread to its surrounding area. They were both occurred 10 times during weekday's rush hours within the period of 4 weeks. To illustrate the completeness of our method, suppose the frequent item set is returned at random order [ Given the congestion was first happened at the root segment BA, we then modelled the structure of the congested tree using DBN as describe in Section 5 and estimated the joint distribution using Equation (11) . The propagation probability of the first frequent tree is 2.24 percent and the second one is 0.77 percent. These probabilities are expected to be higher during the rush hours. The same experiment was run with the samples limited to afternoon rush hours between 4 pm and 6 pm. The results increased to 4.26 and 3.42 percent respectively. These probabilities seem small as compared to a pair of propagation but are relatively high with a five-segment tree formation. It really hard for the propagation pattern to follow the exact order within fixed period of time.
These subtrees indicate that both of the two areas were more frequently overloaded with vehicles and there may have potential design flaws in the current road network spanning. Thus, they are in need of public transportation systems (e.g., subways) passing through them to reduce the need of commutations on ground. As can be seen from the detected frequent subtrees, there are two common characteristics of the areas:
They both contain the roads surrounding the big stadiums, e.g., Etihad and Olympic park. The first congested segments are on or close to the bridge over Yarra River. These common characteristics suggest that the congestions may relate to special events at the stadiums, especially during peak hours. Furthermore, the bridges near the stadiums are potential bottle necks in the traffic network. The traffic flows on these bridges should be improved by better traffic controls during peak hours or building additional parallel bridges to cope with high traffic demand.
Industrial Application
The STC algorithm was then utilised to discover real-time 'hot spots' for congestions in the Sydney CBD. This is part of the NSW Roads and Maritime Services' project on evaluating the impact of both planned and unplanned closures of Fig. 7 . The frequent subtree covering the "Olympic Park" region. George St on traffic volume, congestion and travel time at intersections and road links in and around the Sydney CBD.
The system was developed on 3D Cesium Bing map with a play-back timeline for review of current and past traffic patterns. Road segments were represented as lines with green (normal), yellow (congested outside hot spots) or red colours (congested within hot spots). Fig. 9 shows the traffic conditions for a typical morning in Sydney CBD on March 1st, 2012.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of detecting spatio-temporal congestions and their causal interactions from traffic data streams has been studied. First, we proposed STC, an algorithm for discovering spatio-temporal congestions and causal relationships between them. Second, a frequent subtree algorithm was used to reveal recurrent congestion patterns in the road network. Finally, we described the general method for modelling the traffic congestion propagation using DBN and hence supported the probability estimation for any given propagation patterns. Based on the STC and DBN approaches, we were able to identify real and valid instances of congestion propagations in network traffic data. These novel approaches effectively discover the congestion propagation patterns and their formation probabilities. Our research outcome suggests that we have the potential of contributing to new data driven approaches for road traffic analyses.
Our potential future research is to apply and extend the use of the present algorithms in the domain of internet traffics and water pipe networks to detect the sources of infrastructure failures and their propagation patterns. Furthermore, the algorithms presented in this paper will be compared with other extensive methods for inferring causality (e.g., the Granger causality measure [13] ) as well as tested on different road networks around the world outside Australia. Fang Chen is a senior principal research scientist at Data61-CSIRO, and a conjoint professor with the University of New South Wales and adjunct professor with the University of Sydney. Her main research interests include behaviour analytics, especially in data mining, machine learning, human and system performance prediction and evaluation. She has more than 200 refereed publications and filed 30 patents in Australia, US, Europe, Canada, China, Japan, Korea and Mexico.
" For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
